University President Father Edward Malloy, the sixteenth president of Notre Dame, was inaugurated Wednesday at the Academic Convocation in the Joyce ACC. This was the first formal presidential inauguration at Notre Dame. See stories at right and below.

Thousands attend historic inauguration ceremonies

By REGIS COCCIA Assistant News Editor

Thousands of students, faculty, alumni and 175 college presidents and academic officers attended the historic inauguration ceremony of University President Father Edward Malloy, said Richard Conklin, director of Public Relations and Information.

A morning Mass in the Joyce ACC began Wednesday's inauguration events. Following a luncheon on the Hesburgh Library mall, an academic procession of 800 faculty, University trustees and distinguished guests moved into the JACC for Malloy's formal installation as the sixteenth president of Notre Dame. Music was provided by the University Concert Band.

Many who attended were impressed by the historic event, the first time the University has inaugurated one of its presidents.

"I thought it was a beautiful ceremony," said sophomore Maura Hogan. "It was really awe-inspiring. I was very glad to be a part of it."

Sophomore Vienna Colucci said she was taken in by Malloy's inaugural address. "He gave a really interesting address and I was impressed by the number of universities that attended. It was a beautiful ceremony, especially the music," she said.

Several graduate students also attended the convocation. Lee Nanni, a 1984 graduate and former Holy Cross Associate, noted Malloy's speech touched on weaknesses as well as strengths.

"I was impressed with the way he expressed the situation with minorities and how he emphasized that we have to grow together as a university and to reach out to those in need beyond our community," said Nanni, a close friend of the new president.

"I'm real excited about the whole presidency and I think he's a super person," Nanni said. Malloyualumni and grads from (the early 1980s) came back from different parts of the country to be with Monk on this special day," he said. Alumni representatives from California, Colorado, Kentucky, Michigan and Minnesota were present for the inauguration. "I'd say there were approximately 350 (alumni)," Nanni said. "About 30 trustees are alumni and there's no way of knowing how many alumni from South Bend were there."
Jessica Hahn was 'had' by more than two men

It's hard to feel sorry for Jessica Hahn these days by the story.

A few months ago, I could believe she was just a naive church secretary who was forced into a bad situation. And I felt sorry for her.

"I was done in," Hahn is quoted in the November issue of Playboy. "I was hurt.

My opinion of the much publicized "sexual tryst" hasn't changed. I still believe Hahn was forced to have sex with PTL founder Jim Bakker and evangelist John Fletcher in 1980. And I'm sure it was a terrible experience for her.

But I no longer feel she is a person deserving of sympathy. No, Hahn is an opportunist.

After the sexual tryst, Hahn struck a deal with Bakker, agreeing not to reveal the incident in exchange for $260,000. Sounds a lot like blackmail.

Or prostitution.

But perhaps that can be excused. After all, she was only 21 years old at the time. She was probably hurt and confused.

But what does she do when the sexual encounter becomes public several years later? She makes another deal to keep quiet.

Taking a page from "The Donna Rice Story," Hahn sold her story to Playboy for an undisclosed sum reported to be about $1 million. She would reveal all the sordid details of her "sexual tryst" to Playboy readers - exclusive.

"The public does not know that I was used and manipulated and hurt - physically and emotionally," Hahn told Playboy. "That was never brought out. And I'm doing it now, in a way I knew would never get reported in a family newspaper."

There is another thing a "family newspaper" doesn't publish, but Playboy does: nude photos.

Of course, most Playboy interviewees don't shed their clothes to "illustrate" their story. Jimmy Carter, for example, did not appear nude to show that he had felt lust in his heart.

But Hahn didn't stop Hahn. As a result, Playboy readers are treated to a former church secretary's story.

So why did she pose for the pictures? "When you see the story, you'll understand why," Hahn told reporters. "The pictures are as important as the story."

For the average Playboy reader, the pictures are probably more important. Nonetheless, Hahn does get to tell her story.

It's been treated as less than human, as a thing, as a pawn," Hahn tells Playboy. "And just because I don't have a Bible or a microscope - just because I don't draw millions of people on TV & doesn't mean I'm not human.

People use words like adultery and tryst and hush money, she said. "You know, two men had me in one day. I hated every second of it and it has ruined my life.

Unfortunately, by posing semi-nude and selling her story, Hahn has now been "had" by more than just two men.

The former church secretary has been "had" by Playboy.

Once again, Hahn has been "treated as less than human." She's been "treated as a thing, as a pawn." And she's been "done in" and "manipulated" again.

All for money.

Come to think of it, perhaps it's not so difficult to feel sorry for Jessica Hahn these days.

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising.
Call 239-5303 for details.

BUY OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS

Somewhere...Beyond The Sea There Is A Maryland Crab Feast
Hot Steamed Blue Crabs
Steamed Spiced Shrimp
Spicy Fish Fry

CRAB HOUSE
49129 Red Arrow Highway
Union, Michigan
Open Every Day: 5:00 PM - 2:00 AM
Phone: (616) 469-0200
U.S. tries to get mines, warn vessels

Associated Press

MANAMA, Bahrain - An in­

ternational warships swept a strip of the central Persian Gulf on Wednesday to recover mines believed planted by the Iranian ship that U.S. helicopters at­

tacked this week.

Commercial ships were warned to stay out of the waters about 50 miles northeast of Bahrain and there were reports that some mines had been found.

Five Iranians were reported killed and 26 were captured in the helicopter raid on the Iranian vessel Monday night. It was the first direct American attack on Iranians in the two months since the United States began protecting shipping in the gulf.

Iran has vowed revenge for the American attack and the Iranian president said in New York that the two nations were moving toward war.

Britain announced it was closing Iran's military procurement office in London and urged a United Nations arms embargo because of Iranian attacks on Persian Gulf shipping.

President Ali Khamenei of Iran, in New York for a U.N. session, said the U.S. govern­

ment had taken the road to war. "The people of the United States have a right to ask why is their government dragging them toward war," he said.

Despite the increased tension and the possibility of more floating mines, Gulf based shipping, in particular shipping sources said a refla­

gewasted Kuwaiti oil carrier, and a five-day trip to the region. 

Iranian officials angrily promised retaliation for Mon­

day's attack and U.S. em­

bassies and military bases worldwide were warned to be on the alert for terrorist incidents.

U.S. officials were discussing how to return the 26 Iranians taken off the ship Iran Ajr to their homeland. The Iranians, described as "detained" by Iran's foreign minister, were being held aboard navy ships in the gulf.

In the search for mines, there was no official word here on how many were recovered. But the U.S. Navy said it was examining on condition they not be named, said the Navy had found eight and that new contact-type ex­

plosives.

Gulf civilian radio monitors said Navy warships were warn­

ing all vessels off the entrance of the channel 50 miles northeast of Bahrain, an area where U.S. nuclear-armed vessels often anchor when not on convoy duty.

There was new fighting re­

ported in the 7-year-old Iran­

Iraq war.

Reaction

continued from page 1

Lennon said he was very im­

pressed by the event and felt­

ners will try to copy it. "I think it's just a hallmark pro­

ject. Officers will try to take­

off it but we really add a mark of class," he said. "Everything Notre Dame does is done first class."

Alumni and students were not the only ones to witness Malloy's inauguration, however.

Mary McDonough said seeing the inauguration on her first visit to Notre Dame was "like a dream." McDonough, with her husband, of Scranton, Pa., were invited to attend the ceremony by a neighbor, one of Father Malloy's uncles.

"This is one of the biggest moments of my life," McDonough said. "I really filled up with emotion - it isn't often you get to see something like this.

After a guest reception on the Heuser Library mall, Mal­

loy and University Executive Vice President Father William Beauchamp attended a student picnic on the South Quad, where Malloy was presented with gifts from the student body.

Student Body President Pat Cooke presented the new pres­

ident with a large wooden hope chest bearing an inscribed plaque from the classes of 1968, 1989, 1990, and 1991. Cooke then gave Malloy a Notre Dame basket­

ball, a Notre Dame sweat­

shirt and a photo to be pre­

sented to half of the students. 

The graduate student body presented Malloy with an engraved plaque, after which the Glee Club honored him with renditions of "Notre Dame, Our Mother" and the Fight Song. A fireworks display ac­

companied the singing.

"I can't thank you enough for the friendship and generosity," Malloy told stu­

dents, adding that "Notre Dame­

I want to be as accessible to them as possible.

Pat Cooke said he felt the overall student turnout for the inauguration was "pretty good."

"We were very pleased at the overall bedrock turnout," Cooke said. "I think everything went off real well."
Community spirit

Father Theodore Hesburgh gives holy communion at Wednesday morning's Mass at the JACC before the day's Inaugural events.

Schools

The usual absentee rate is about 3 percent. "Everything was positive," said the boys' mother, Louise. "Definitely not related" to the fire was arawn but said it was "definitely not related" to the community furor.

The boys attended school in Arcadia for a week under federal court order. A boycott that emptied classes, and telephone threats were made against the school and family. They left Arcadia after an Aug. 28 fire gutted their home. The DeSoto County sheriff's department said Tuesday that the fire was arawn but said it was "definitely not related" to the community furor.

The Ray family moved to Sarasota because school board policy allows children exposed to AIDS to attend school if they pose no threat to children and are undergoing medical treatment.

Schools

AIDS brothers enroll, welcomed

Associated Press

SARASOTA, Fla. - Three brothers whose exposure to AIDS made them pariahs in their rural hometown enrolled in a new school Wednesday without incident and with a hesitant welcome from schoolmates and parents.

Deputies patrolled the grounds at Gocio Elementary School. And officials reported 138 of the 615 students stayed home as a result of the fire that emptied classes, and telephone threats were made against the school and family.

But the day had encouraging moments for the Rays - 10-year-old Ricky, Robert, 9, and Randy, 8.

Ricky found welcome cards on his desk, said Clifford Ray, the boys' father. After school, acting Principal Lee Coose said: "We had a super day, A-O-K across the board."

"Everything was positive," said the boys' mother, Louise. "One of the boys" said they had to assign seats in the lunchroom because everyone wanted to sit next to them." The boys attended school in Arcadia for a week under federal court order. A boycott that emptied classes, and telephone threats were made against the school and family. They left Arcadia after an Aug. 28 fire gutted their home. The DeSoto County sheriff's department said Tuesday that the fire was arawn but said it was "definitely not related" to the community furor.

The Ray family moved to Sarasota because school board policy allows children exposed to AIDS to attend school if they pose no threat to children and are undergoing medical treatment.

Festival

continued from page 1

who urged students to attend. The committee has received endorsements from two writers, Don Hendrie Jr., a novelist and author of "Bloodstained Annie," and poet John Engels, a Notre Dame graduate. Engels hopes to paint the entire week and visit classes in addition to reading his work at the festival, said Evces. Joseph Skvorecky, a contemporary Czechoslovakian novelist, has also been invited. "(Skovorecky) has expressed extreme interest in coming, he is very busy right now," said Evces.

A total of seven or eight writers are expected to attend the event.

Plans for the week of the festival are not finalized yet, but Evces said, "It should be a five-part plan for peace between the countries."

A small number of souvenirs will be available for the faithful, she said.

"There are posters that are available for sale of His Holiness, with the events of his (his) visit listed on them," she said. "There will be books. There will be a table at the Tibetan Cultural Center with books written by His Holiness."

Thousands of Notre Dame community members came out to celebrate the
city's 20th anniversary are scheduled for Thursday.

"They're coming from California, New York, Canada, London and West Germany," said the boys' father. "This will be a table at the Tibetan Cultural Center with books written by His Holiness."

WHAT IS THE URBAN PLUNGE?

The Urban Plunge is a 48 hour immersion into the kind of life that most ND/SMC students have never seen. During Christmas break, participants spend two days in an inner city site of their choosing over 40 sites available, hosted by contact persons from a variety of sources. The Urban Plunge offers students the opportunity to experience the conditions of injustice, poverty, and apathy that exist in our cities, as well as the chance to meet people who are working to improve these conditions and to evaluate their strategies. Participants receive one hour academic credit.

REGISTRATION FORMS/INFO AVAILABLE BEGINNING SEPT. 30.

Our three-year and two-year scholarships won't make college easier.

Just easier to pay for.

Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you could finish on one. Army ROTC scholarships pay for full tuition and allowances for educational fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

INTERESTED??

CALL CAPTAIN DOMINGO 239-6264

BE A HERO AND MAKE SOME MONEY!

DONATE PLASMA YOU CAN HELP SAVE LIVES AND YOU'LL RECEIVE $12.00 AS A NEW DONOR COME TO AMERICAN PLASMA HOURS: TUE. FRI. 8-5:30 8-4:30 WED. SAT. 10-6:30 9-4:30 UNCLE'S 4609 Grape Road Thursday Night: blank generation starting at 9:30 p.m. I MIX DRINKS AMD PITCHER SPECIALS! BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Followers of the Dalai Lama are coming from as far away as West Germany and Great Britain to witness his dedication of a Buddhist shrine by a southern Indiana cornfield.

"People are so excited. They're just very pleased that he's coming because he makes so few trips to the United States," Janet Olsen, program director of the Tibetan Cultural Center in Bloomington, said Wednesday.

The Dalai Lama, exiled supreme Buddhist leader of Tibet, is scheduled to dedicate a shrine on Friday to the more than 1 million countrymen said to have been killed by Chinese forces since the annexation of Tibet in 1949.

A news conference and a dinner honoring the local Tibetan Society's 20th anniversary are scheduled for Thursday.

"They're coming from California, New York, Canada, London and West Germany," said the boys' father. "This will be a table at the Tibetan Cultural Center with books written by His Holiness."

A small number of souvenirs will be available for the faithful, she said.

"There are posters that are available for sale of His Holiness, with the events of his (his) visit listed on them," she said. "There will be books. There will be a table at the Tibetan Cultural Center with books written by His Holiness."

At a meeting of the Human Rights Caucus in Washington on Monday, he called for withdrawal of Chinese military forces from Tibet and outlined a five-part plan for peace between the countries.

The Dalai Lama, who lives in self-exile in Dharamsala, India, is regarded as an important religious figure by the U.S. government, which does not recognize his claim as leader of the Tibetan government.

China invaded Tibet in 1949 and annexed it over the next several years, attempting to transform a feudal society, ruled by the dalai lama priest-king, since the 15th century into a socialist, secular society. A revolt that started in 1956 eventually was crushed by military force, and the Dalai Lama fled in 1959.

CALL CAPTAIN DOMINGO 239-6264

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
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Work continues on archaeological dig

By JIM RILEY
News Editor

Prof. Paolo Visona is continuing his work on the formal report about his archaeological dig in Italy. He led a group of thirty, including 10 Notre Dame students, on a six-week excavation in the southern part of the country.

The students were volunteers and had no previous experience in archaeology. Visona dated the site to at least 100 B.C., based on the age of pottery found at the site. The excavation uncovered a large complex with a regular plan. "It is a very urban settlement, not just a large farm," Visona said.

The workers also uncovered a three-foot wide pebble street, still intact, and several cobbled streets running at right angles to each other. At least seven large rooms were uncovered on the southern side of the complex.

Tony Eason, a Notre Dame junior, made the most important discovery of the expedition, uncovering two "architectural terra-cottas," plaques which decorate the upper edges of the walls of a "building of substance," Visona said.

The group also found 200 coins, mostly bronze. Most of the coins were Roman, suggesting that the Romans may have had a garrison at the site. Some of the students obtained college credit for their work. "This was planned as a special class," Visona said. "Some elected to do it for credit, some didn't."

Visona said he'd like to continue the project with only Notre Dame students. He said he would need 15 Notre Dame students to make it completely a Notre Dame project.

Much of Visona's time this school year will be occupied with putting together the excavation report. Visona reported the report is a very general article explaining what was done during the last excavation season. This has to be submitted to the Italian government in order to obtain permission to continue excavations for another season.

The excavations will most likely take three seasons. Visona said. He will also spend much of his time putting together the excavation report, Visona said. It would be the original timetable for a balanced budget by fiscal 1991. That goal would take until fiscal 1993, with most of the deficit reduction put off until after the 1988 election.

Like the original Gramm-Rudman passed two years ago, the plan was an amendment to a bill raising the ceiling on the national debt. The December 1985 vote first put the limit above $2 trillion. The new bill would allow $2.8 trillion in Treasury borrowing, enough to last until May 1989.

By JIM RILEY
News Editor

Senate approves Gramm-Rudman bill

WASHINGTON - The Senate voted Wednesday to restore the Gramm-Rudman budget-balancing law, renewing the threat of automatic spending cuts unless Congress and the president reach a compromise on reducing the deficit.

The bill was passed 64 to 34 and sent to President Reagan, whose support for Gramm-Rudman has wavered recently. Administration officials said no decision had been made on whether Reagan should veto the bill.

The revised plan, approved by the House on Tuesday, would bring back the law's threat of automatic spending cuts, redrafting a provision the Supreme Court found unconstitutional in the original.

But it would abandon the original timetable for a comprehensive plan to bring the national debt below $2 trillion by 1991. Instead, it would set an overall cap on budget deficits and require the government to meet a balanced budget by fiscal 1991. Reagan's plan would not meet the Gramm-Rudman deadline.

The bill was passed 64 to 34 and sent to President Reagan, whose support for Gramm-Rudman has wavered recently. Administration officials said no decision had been made on whether Reagan should veto the bill.

The revised plan, approved by the House on Tuesday, would bring back the law's threat of automatic spending cuts, redrafting a provision the Supreme Court found unconstitutional in the original.

But it would abandon the original timetable for a comprehensive plan to bring the national debt below $2 trillion by 1991. Instead, it would set an overall cap on budget deficits and require the government to meet a balanced budget by fiscal 1991. Reagan's plan would not meet the Gramm-Rudman deadline.

The bill was passed 64 to 34 and sent to President Reagan, whose support for Gramm-Rudman has wavered recently. Administration officials said no decision had been made on whether Reagan should veto the bill.

The revised plan, approved by the House on Tuesday, would bring back the law's threat of automatic spending cuts, redrafting a provision the Supreme Court found unconstitutional in the original.

But it would abandon the original timetable for a comprehensive plan to bring the national debt below $2 trillion by 1991. Instead, it would set an overall cap on budget deficits and require the government to meet a balanced budget by fiscal 1991. Reagan's plan would not meet the Gramm-Rudman deadline.

The bill was passed 64 to 34 and sent to President Reagan, whose support for Gramm-Rudman has wavered recently. Administration officials said no decision had been made on whether Reagan should veto the bill.

The revised plan, approved by the House on Tuesday, would bring back the law's threat of automatic spending cuts, redrafting a provision the Supreme Court found unconstitutional in the original.

But it would abandon the original timetable for a comprehensive plan to bring the national debt below $2 trillion by 1991. Instead, it would set an overall cap on budget deficits and require the government to meet a balanced budget by fiscal 1991. Reagan's plan would not meet the Gramm-Rudman deadline.
Nicaraguan opposition skeptical about liberalization,

Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - The leftist Sandinista government's decision to lift press restrictions and announce that it would begin a unilateral cease-fire was aimed to begin a partial, unilateral cease-fire and freedom of the press, among other points.

In Washington, the State Department accused Nicaragua's government of engaging in "more cosmetic gestures." The Sandinista government on Tuesday said it was working on a plan to clear certain areas of troops to begin a unilateral cease-fire.

A government statement said The National Reconciliation Commission, headed by Cardinal Miguel Obando y Bravo, a leading government critic, would be needed to work the pledged $2.00 off our 4 or 6 foot giant deli

Consumer prices climbed in August

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Consumer prices rose 0.5 percent in August, their biggest increase in eight months, as fuel, higher housing expenses, grocery prices, the government reported on Wednesday.

The August increase, the first decline since May, was followed by a modest 0.2 percent increase in July.

The August jump was tempered by further increases in energy costs, including a 3.1 percent rise in gasoline prices, up 7.5 percent in August, the first decline since January.

"Neither one of them looks great. I think both setbacks are great. I think both setbacks are great," said Robert Ortner, under secretary of commerce for economic affairs.

"big ticket" durable goods - items expected to last three years or longer - fell 3.1 percent in August, the first decline since January.

In another report, the Labor Department said that Americans' average weekly earnings, after discounting for inflation, rose 8.9 percent in August, the biggest monthly increase since October 1983.

Funds OK'd for Contras; but future aid doubtful

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House on Wednesday approved $3.5 million in new "humanitarian" aid to the Nicaraguan Contras, and House Speaker Jim Wright said he expects it to be the last U.S. aid ever sent to the rebels.

The money was part of a stopgap spending bill to keep the government running after the current fiscal year ends Sept. 30. The measure, approved 270-138 after little debate, was sent to the Senate, where it is not expected to encounter major opposition.

The Contra aid money had been worked out in a bipartisan agreement between Wright, D-Texas, and House Republican leader Robert Michel of Illi.

The $3.5 million represents the proportion of this year's $100 million in Contra aid money that has been used for food, medical supplies and uniform.

But President Vinicio Cerezo of Guatemala, while conceding the Nicaraguan move could be a ruse, said the United States must "maintain a more open position" toward any peace overtures.

"If they (Nicaraguan leaders) are making a step in the right direction, we have to discuss this step," Cerezo said on NBC-TV's "Today" show.

Approval of the additional aid came after a brief floor debate, in which Michel argued that approving a stopgap bill whose only omission from last year's spending programs was Contra aid would have "sent exactly the wrong signal at the wrong time".

Contra supporters contend that the military pressure from the rebels on the Sandinistas has been the primary force bringing Ortega to the peace table.
Modern Catholics question authority

Recently, as part of the coverage surrounding the Pope's visit to the U.S., the Chicago Tribune ran a series of articles describing the state of the Catholic Church in America and the response from the "old guard" to the modern liberalism. The most interesting column to me was an interview with a colleague of mine, a journalist who thinks the Church is as strong as ever. The ever-outspoken Rev. Andrew Greeley contends "The loyalty of American Catholics to their religious tradition, even in times of enormous crisis, is extremely powerful." Also, the basic tenets of Catholicism and Christianity as a whole are still accepted. They still accept Christ as Lord and the New Testament as Gospel; they dispute the Pope's own authority. Undoubtedly, there are many who are still in limbo, uncertain as to what and who is right. Certainly Jean-Paul Sartre would be pleased if people were finally rejecting the traditionally unquestioned morality and thinking for themselves. Certainly this conflict is also not going to go away in the near future. Bearing in mind that "the unanswered life is not worth living," I think it is the ultimate responsibility of all Catholics to make these choices of morality and authority for themselves, and to follow their own consciences. Only in this way can the Church find its true path.

Paul Stelter is a senior government and international relations major.

Injustices remain with Constitution

Much media attention recently has been focused on the two-hundredth anniversary of the United States Constitution. Americans, we celebrate our rights to free speech, press, religion, and assembly without question. As Americans, we celebrate our rights to participate in the First Amendment. We need only look at the unjust situations in other countries around the world to realize how fortunate we are.

Mary Ann White

"Take Chile, for example. The scene is becoming a familiar one. The military government of General Augusto Pinacheat has repeatedly been accused of widespread human rights violations. While deluding his people, the military's professed goals, thousands of Chileans struggle to put food on the table each night. Under the new government's attempt to disseminate political demonstrations, making it difficult for opposition parties to organize effectively. Many people who have taken even an insigificant stance against the government have mysteriously disappeared. Even the television stations are government controlled. Pinacheat is currently calling for a free election in March 1988; however, he may call for the election at any time within the next eighteen months. At this time, he is the only candidate. If Pinacheat wins, he will continue to govern Chile until 1997.

In the meantime, many Chileans are the victims of a smaller, but equally unjust violation related to the upcoming election. Citizens are being charged a "poll tax" when they register to vote. After the military coup in 1973, all of the voter registration lists were burned. Many Chileans, some of whom only earn $20 to $40 per month, cannot afford the $5 tax. Given the choice between buying bread for one meal or paying the poll tax, many opt to spend their meager earnings on their survival needs. People are clearly afraid of disadvantages and for obvious reasons. As Americans, we are protected by the Twenty-fourth Amendment to the Constitution from such poll taxes. On a larger scale, the First Amendment prevents violations like those that occur regularly in Chile from happening here. True, we do have a lot to be grateful for. In terms of the Constitution. However, we cannot let our pride stand in the way of re-examining the definition of justice in 1987 in the context of the Constitution. It is easy to stand outside our government and the human rights violations in Chile and around the world. But, unfortunately, one need not look far to find injustice in our right here. Economic injustice forces thousands of people to stand in lines at soup kitchens across the United States each day. Minorities and women still suffer social injustice brought on by discrimination despite the advances of the Civil Rights Movement. And one must question the political "justice" of the IranContra affair which caused Americans to reconsider our system of checks and balances. In cases like these, is it the Constitution that has failed or is it the interpretation of the document that has fallen short?

To define justice in 1987 in terms of the Constitution is obviously a challenge. Inherently, the Constitution is an effective document. However, the problems seem to lie in the interpretation. Is the definition of justice only in terms of the Constitution sufficient? These are questions that are important for all Americans, not just members of Congress and the Supreme Court, to consider.

Creative responses are needed. To be "creative" means to suspend our "normal" judgements. We must think of the benefits to society if women and minorities are granted equal rights, rather than the difficult path that leads to equality. Once people begin to examine "justice" in a creative way, perhaps then the Constitution will succeed in bringing justice to all Americans.

Mary Ann White is a Senior English major and is Co-coordinator of the Communications Group of St. Mary's Justice Education Committee.

Doonesbury

Don't judge a book by its cover.

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the Day

"To listen well is as powerful a means of communication and influence as to talk well."

John Marshall (1755-1835)
Dear Editor:

Ah-football season at Notre Dame. Let’s take a look at some in­cidents? Did you not see an entire student section laugh, and say there was nothing he could do? We saw a girl fall and get stepped on. As we moved to the end of the ramp, we laughed, and said there was nothing he could do. It’s not the loss of the Tex-Mex picnic en­ough. The threat has been executed and its devastating effect fell by the wayside. An over­run by the ethnic festivities and Circus Lunches, we feel it is unfair that the many stu­dents who are engaged in the food-throwing incident, but aren’t you criticizing the American so­ciety as a whole? Well I, for one, will degrade the American society and ruin God forbid someone in true community, in fact the strong alumni support played a large role in my decision to come here, but give me a chance to become part of them too. This is my time as a student to cheer my players and listen to their band. Were you really here this weekend?

Wake up and here our echoes! The Notre Dame community is being failed miserably. God forbid someone in true need of support or guidance turn to the Counseline, for they will not receive the help they so desperately need.

Jane Diane Ricciardi
Alumni should respect privacy
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Jane Diane Ricciardi
Alumni should respect privacy
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Dear Editor:

We are greatly disturbed. During a recent call (September 14, 1987) to the Counseline, and until it is corrected, the news is reported as accurately and objectively as possible. Unattributed editorials represent the opinion of the majority of the Editorial Board. Columns, letters, and the inside column present the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.
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Mules for pets? You bet your...

Associated Press

Bud Bump is a dyed-in-the-wood lover of mules and donkeys, and his faithfulness to the slightly oftbeat sense of humor.

The 68-year-old farmer said he became a "hooked-up" about 12 years ago. His 1,000-acre farm is now home to at least 15 mules and donkeys, some of which he owns in partnership with his daughter-in-law, Carolyn.

Carolyn has picked up her father-in-law's love for these long-eared critters and laughs right along with him when they talk about the number of horses, mules and donkeys they own.

In addition to the mules and donkeys, Bump also owns 17 horses. The pair admits their spouses would like to see that total reduced to about 12. They can't bring themselves to sell any of them, they said. In addition to the herd they own outright, Carolyn and Bud have an athletic business breeding mules and donkeys.

Bud's sense of humor has prompted many friends to label him as a "character," a description even Carolyn uses lovingly.

A visitor gets a clue of what to expect on arrival at the Bump farm. Several rough-hewn stone signs mark the driveway's entrance including one that reads "Ass Flats." The senior Bump and wife, Dorothy, are the fourth generation to operate the clan's 1,000-acre farm that runs along the Root River. The farm was first settled in 1855 and today Carolyn and Jim, Bud's son, share the operation.

Bud's pride and joy is Bump 21, the second mammom Jack (male donkey) to make its home in Minnesota. Bud points out the donkey is a black jack, so, of course, it was logical in his mind to put 21 in his name -- the winning total in the game of blackjack.

Carolyn and Bud emphasize that all of the donkeys, mules and horses are working animals mals on the farm. In addition to 40 head of milk cows, they feed beef cattle. The beef cattle have the run of the hills that make up a big chunk of the farm, so the horses, mules, and donkeys come in handy during roundups.

The Minnesota State Donkey and Mule Association was founded in 1980 as a result of efforts by Bud and other owners in the Chatfield area who are now 110 members.

The association has held steady in membership for the last three years, according to Carolyn. Nominally, total members have gone from 2,000 to 3,000.

For the uninhibited, a mule is a cross between a donkey and horse. Mules cannot be bred to each other. Donkeys are a breed themselves and can be bred to either other or with horses. But, it isn't easy to identify which is which. Donkeys and mules come in all colors and sizes. Carolyn suggested two ways to tell the difference. Mules have more smooth, horse-like faces and heads than donkeys do. Also, donkeys likely have the longest ears, she said.

Looking back, Bud figures he's been fairly successful with breeding and raising mules and donkeys. It's a case of adapting to their personalities, he said.

He accepts the fact that the critters have a reputation for being stubborn. But, he prefers to look at that another way. Instead, he said a mule or donkey can be relied on not to get itself in a situation that might end up in trouble. "They won't overeat or over-drink. They have small, hard feet which seldom need shoes. They are easy to take care of," Bud said.

But old recall one animal that caused him a few problems. He got backed off during one training session. Right after that, he went out and bought a purple motorcycle helmet and rode the same animal with the new headgear for the next 30 days. "I never got backed off after that. I still have the helmet," he said with a laugh.

ECHO and the Bunnymen

don't play games.

ANN SEIFERT
features writer

I'm looking for a new direction," so sang Ian McCulloch on the title-track off Echo & the Bunnymen's new album, their sixth, cleverly titled Echo & the Bunnymen.

The band has certainly up-held its high standards on this new vinyl offering. An immensely popular group, Echo & the Bunnymen led the way in Great Britain, much in the same way that R.E.M. and the Bunnymen do so without forgetting their longtime fans as they gain new ones. Support the great sounds of Echo & the Bunnymen: they're out to make music, not money.

As they move inevitably on to a "new direction," Echo & the Bunnymen do so without forgetting their longtime fans as they gain new ones. Support the great sounds of Echo & the Bunnymen: they're out to make music, not money.

P.S. Some of you might like to know that Echo & the Bunnymen released a singles album in 1985 entitled Songs To Learn and Sing, and it contains songs off of the first four Echo LP's, all definitely worth listening to.

Calvin and Hobbes

Bill Watterson
The Observer

Sports Briefs

The SMCC volleyball team raised its record to 6-3 by beating previously undefeated Godin College, 15-10, 15-12, 15-12. The team's strong serving keyed the victory in the third game, while Katly Killison, Tammy McDonald and Michelle Shibly had eight kills apiece. The next game for the Belles is tomorrow at home against Sienna Heights at 5:30 p.m. - The Observer

The Alpine Club is holding a very important meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Annanalis Room, first floor LaFortune. - The Observer

The Domen Rooms September 26 will start at 10 a.m. and run until 10:30. Persons should sign up from 9:45-4:30 a.m. - The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

To find a lost item, please call the loss and found center at 1800-3000. The observer will publish lost items every Tuesday and Friday.

Lost: Mary Lee at 2897. If found, please contact ZooBraln a.k.a. Brendenwood Apts. If any of the above information is correct, please call the police department immediately.

Lost: A blue Bud Light keychain on your way back to your dorm last night. Reward if returned!

Lost: A blue watch with a black face. Please call the police department immediately.

Lost: A New 49ers ticket to the October 15 game. If found, please call the police department immediately.

Lost: Several forms of ID inside which I NEED! On the South Quad. If found please call.

WHERE: SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
WHEN: ON DAY OF ND VS MS GAME

Please help me find my daughter. She is missing from campus. Two night min. $45.00 per night. (616) 684-3751 for info, or reserva-

Personals

I want you Mike Q. When the gerbil emerges there will be a knock at your door. Are you going to open it? - The Observer

I need to PURCHASE LEAVING SAT, MORNING KATHY AND PAULA Tell me how much. I have the cash. - The Observer

I need to PURCHASE LEAVING SAT, MORNING KATHY AND PAULA Tell me how much. I have the cash. - The Observer

I need to PURCHASE LEAVING SAT, MORNING KATHY AND PAULA Tell me how much. I have the cash. - The Observer

Mike, please, please, please LET ME KNOW if you know where my daughter is. Please call. ***3051***

Please call me: 233-6298

Please help me find my daughter. She is missing from campus. Two night min. $45.00 per night. (616) 684-3751 for info, or reserva-

I need to PURCHASE LEAVING SAT, MORNING KATHY AND PAULA Tell me how much. I have the cash. - The Observer
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PERSONALS

Hobby, John, climb - The Observer

Hobby, John, climb - The Observer

I NEED A GUARD TO WORK SATURDAY 3:45-10:45 BREAK AT 9AM. PLEASE CALL 284-4807.

I NEED A 9-5 WORKER TO WORK SATURDAY 9-5. PLEASE CALL 284-4807.

I NEED A GUARD TO WORK SATURDAY 3:45-10:45 BREAK AT 9AM. PLEASE CALL 284-4807.

I NEED A GUARD TO WORK SATURDAY 3:45-10:45 BREAK AT 9AM. PLEASE CALL 284-4807.
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I NEED A GUARD TO WORK SATURDAY 3:45-10:45 BREAK AT 9AM. PLEASE CALL 284-4807.

THE CARDS EAT WORKERS

The CARDS EAT WORKERS

The CARDS EAT WORKERS

The CARDS EAT WORKERS
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Pascual Perez has made a remarkable transformation - on and off the field. Perez, a 38-year-old right-hander, was convicted of cocaine possession in his native Dominican Republic in 1984, and his once-promising baseball career came perilously close to ending.

Now, Perez has battled back from that incident and alcohol problems, and become an important factor in the Expos' drive for the National League East title.

Perez attends Alcoholics Anonymous meetings once a week, whether the Expos are at home or on the road. He also submits to urinalysis drug tests twice a week.

So far, the results have been satisfactory. "Pascual Perez has been transformed," Expo assistant general manager Dave Dombrowski said. "He's the only guy on the team who goes through these tests or meetings, and he's proved to be a model citizen." Perez also has proved to be a model for the rest of the Montreal pitching staff, which has been given a major boost through these tests or meetings, and he's proved to be a model citizen.

People would start asking me to put money in their pockets. One day, one peso, the next day two pesos, and the next day three.

"When I said, 'It's enough,' I was an enemy." Still, life was good for Perez. He made a brief major league debut with the Pirates in 1980, had another quick look with Pittsburgh in 1981 and was dealt to the Atlanta Braves in June 1982.

He was impressive in the final three months of 1982 with the Braves and became the ace of the staff in 1983, with a 15-8 record and 3.43 ERA.

But fame soon brought him problems. After they finished investigating him, Perez spent three months in prison and missed the first month of the 1984 season. "I thought my career and my life were over," Perez said. "I was ashamed and I was hurt."

Perez, the eldest of nine children, grew up in poor surroundings in Santo Domingo. His first professional contract, signed with the Pittsburgh Pirates in 1976, brought him an opportunity at a better life and some unexpected responsibilities.

"Soon, I was the main breadwinner for the family," Perez said. "I ended up supporting the family." But helping his family improve its living conditions turned out to have far-reaching consequences for Perez.

"I found it very difficult to live in my country because I was making money, because everybody was jealous of me," he said. "Everybody thought because I was a baseball player and living in America, life was easy.

"People would start asking me to put money in their pockets. One day, one peso, the next day two pesos, and the next day three.

"When I said, 'It's enough,' I was an enemy." Still, life was good for Perez. He made a brief major league debut with the Pirates in 1980, had another quick look with Pittsburgh in 1981 and was dealt to the Atlanta Braves in June 1982.

He was impressive in the final three months of 1982 with the Braves and became the ace of the staff in 1983, with a 15-8 record and 3.43 ERA.

But fame soon brought him problems. After they finished investigating him, Perez spent three months in prison and missed the first month of the 1984 season.

"I thought my career and my life were over," Perez said. "I was ashamed and I was hurt."

The 48-year-old Perez, who has won 318 games in his 24 major league seasons, will start Sunday against San Francisco, the team he beat for his last National League victory, defeating the Giants 6-2 on Sept. 26, 1983.

"I feel great. It's the best feeling I've had in four years since I left Atlanta," said Perez, who was released by the Braves after the 1983 season.

The 48-year-old Perez, who has won 318 games in his 24 major league seasons, will start Sunday against San Francisco, the team he beat for his last National League victory, defeating the Giants 6-2 on Sept. 26, 1983.

"I feel great. It's the best feeling I've had in four years since I left Atlanta," said Perez, who was released by the Braves after the 1983 season.

After a brief meeting with the media, Perez threw batting practice before Atlanta's game with the Houston Astros Wednesday.

"It's the first time I've thrown to a batter in three weeks," said Perez, who was noticeably enjoying himself in his familiar uniform with the 35 on his back.

"I knew I'd be back some day, somehow," said Perez, who began his career in the minor leagues in 1959 in Wel­ liville, Ohio.

Perez, who made it to the major league's with the then-Milwaukee Braves in 1964 and came to Atlanta when the franchise moved there in 1966, said he will join the Braves' organization in a yet-to-be-determined position.

Hunts

continued from page 16

Just a couple of interesting statistics heading into the game:

Senior walk-on Vince Phelan, who was suddenly thrust into the Irish starting punting job this season, already has exceeded all expectations. His 44.1 yards per kick average ranked ninth in the nation.

* Purdue coach Fred Akers sports a 5-2 record against Holtz in their previous meetings down south. Akers began coaching at Texas in 1977, the same year Holtz took over at the Arkansas helm.

One of Holtz' two victories over Akers was a 42-11 Arkansas rout in 1981, when the Longhorns were the number-one team in the nation and the Razorbacks were unranked.

Happy 21st Birthday

Steve Alaniz

N D '61

Ironwood liquors

1725 N. Ironwood 272-7144 South Bend
Irish outside hitter

Bennett, ND finally at home

By MOLLY MAHONEY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team has crept into the Midwest Regional Poll, climbing into the ninth slot after winning last weekend's Eastern Kentucky Colonial Invitational.

One of the keys to the team's success has been the aggressive play of junior Zanette Bennett. "She has been making quite an impact on her opponents." as an outside hitter, the San Antonio native has become a formidable force in the front line. Recently, this impressive play has earned her a spot on the EKU Colonial Invitational all-tournament team.

"I like to intimidate other people," said Bennett. "When I'm hitting well and playing defense well I just like to get my teammates pumped up." Zanette, better known as "Z," to many friends and fans, has stepped forward to lead the team in kills, hitting percentage, and service ace average.

"Her performance has also earned her the recognition by the North Star Conference as her statistics continue to reflect her dominance.

"She has a world of potential," said Irish head coach Art Lambert. "Being this aggressive is the key and she can do that if she wishes to." Bennett tried to hone the skills gained from nine years of experience while playing for the East team this summer in the Olympic Festival. The maturity and experience gained from playing amid a field of other talented players has helped Bennett define her goals.

"I'd like to become more consistent on defense and in my hitting," said Bennett, "and I'd like to be a all-American by senior year so I can end my career with a bang." Her quickness and desire to win this year makes it possible. It also helps to have what Lambert feels is "tremendous physical ability." "I like a challenge all the time," said Bennett. "Winning makes me hungry for something else." The rest of the team seems to share this philosophy, and if so, Bennett and her teammates could make things miserable visiting Bradley tonight.

"These are both very high quality programs," said Grace. "'Wright State is going to be a big game because they're in our region, and Boston College always has a good squad. It'll be good to go on the road and perhaps see how good we really are.'

Bennett, and her teammates wish to "continue from page 16"

and be aided by a defense that protected him well all night, but especially late in the second half. Several charges at the Irish goal were turned away by the defense, and a Redbird header struck the crossbar with about five minutes remaining. But the Irish escaped unscathed, and next head to Dayton for the Wright State Tournament.

"We beat a good team tonight," said Grace. "Mark my words - they're going to beat some excellent teams this year. They counterattacked well, and we responded nicely. Hopefully it will prove to be a good tune-up for the weekend." The Irish face Wright State on Saturday and Boston College Sunday.

Notre Dame, now 9-2, will put its six-game winning streak on the line against a struggling Bradley team. The Irish will also try to extend their string of 12 consecutive home victories by defeating the 7-8 Braves.

"Bradley has been hurt by players leaving," said Lambert. "They have not been having a great year, but they have always been a very scrappy team and we have to be able to handle that." Notre Dame will have to maintain its intensity and overcome some problems of its own.

With an ankle injury making junior Mary Kay Waller's return questionable and junior Whitney Shevman not yet back in full force after recovery from knee surgery, the Irish will have to adjust their lineups.

Several new players have been incorporated into the lineup which, despite its problems, Lambert has praised for "playing right down to the bitter end." If they can continue that type of thinking," said Lambert, "they will do very well.

The Observer/Greg Kohs

Zanette Bennett attempting a kill has been a rather common sight for the Irish volleyball team. Molly Mahoney features the big-play Bennett, and previews Notre Dame's game against Bradley at left.

BUY OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS

CITY-WIDE LIQUORS
3825 N. Grape Rd.
Mish, Ind.

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9-10 pm.
Fri. & Sat. 9-11 pm.
272-2274

BEER QUARTS
Budweiser 12 quarts $10.99
Old Style 12 quarts $10.99
KEGS
Budweiser 15.6 gal $28.99
Busch 15.6 gal $26.69

WINE COOLERS
Seagram's Coolers 4 pack $2.99
Barrel & James 4 pack $2.99

PRICE: $15.50
ON SALE J.A.C. Box Office, SEARS (UP Mall, Elkhart); ST. JOE BANK (Man Office); NIGHTWINDS (No Village Mall, Niles); ELKHART TRUTH; SEGAR COORS (Elkhart); J.R.'s MUSIC SHOP (LaPorte); MUSIC MAGIC (Benton Harbor)

CHARGE By Phone (219) 239-7356
Gastineau crosses NFL picket lines

Associated Press

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. - Saying it was “the right thing to do,” defensive end Mark Gastineau crossed his teammates’ picket line Wednesday and reported to the New York Jets. "I’m being loyal to the people who have been paying me for nine years," Gastineau said, speaking to agents and Jet owner Leon Hess and Coach Joe Walton. "I thought about this for a long time. If there were any things the Jets didn’t do that they said they would do, there wasn’t anything.

I’ve had people not talk to me on this team and I’ve gone through a lot and I will go through more Mr. Hess has never not talked to me; when I was in the hospital with my knee injury last year, he came to see me.

The Jets signed 25 free agents, who reported Wednesday for physicals, meetings and a workout. Several of them stood at the back of the group of reporters talking to Gastineau and listened to the former All-Pro discuss his reasons for not going on strike. "I’m going to support the players," he said backup tight end Rocky Klever when asked about Gastineau remaining on the sideline during the handshake. "I’ve felt strongly this way since reasons for not going on strike.

"This is not Russia, it’s not a dictatorship," he said. "I’m doing what I believe I have to do, just as the (guys on strike) are doing what they believe. I’ve felt strongly this way since the beginning.

"Four years ago, when Mr. Hess re-did my contract, he said he would have to change the salary structure of the Jets. But he did it and it even changed the salaries around the league.

The Jets signed 25 free agents, who reported Wednesday for physicals, meetings and a workout. Several of them stood at the back of the group of reporters talking to Gastineau and listened to the former All-Pro discuss his reasons for not going on strike. "I’m going to support the players," he said backup tight end Rocky Klever when asked about Gastineau remaining on the sideline during the handshake. "I’ve felt strongly this way since reasons for not going on strike.
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Little progress made in NFL strike talks

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Full-scale talks aimed at quickly ending the NFL strike began Wednesday as players stayed on picket lines and, at three camps, tried to stop buyouts of substitutes from going to work.

Among those reporting were two union defectors - Randy White of the Dallas Cowboys and Mark Gastineau of the New York Jets.

The NFL, meantime, said Sunday's games still had not been officially canceled. Negotiators sat down at 3 p.m. EDT, midway through the second full day of the strike. By 7 p.m., they were just starting to discuss what was expected to be the most critical item of business - free agency.

"The two sides are continuing to meet. There is no indication how long the meetings will last," John Jones, a spokesman for the NFL Management Council, said at a press briefing. "Free agency is the key issue. There is dialogue and discussion but no sense that a settlement is at hand."

From 3 p.m. until 7 p.m., the two chief negotiators, union boss Gene Upshaw and management head Jack Donlan, had met twice face-to-face and twice reported back to their respective executive committees.

"I'm hoping we can get it done. That's why we're here," Upshaw said before the bargaining session started.

"There is no time-frame. Our agenda is to reach an agreement, however long it takes," Jones said.

Said Donlan: "We're not looking at this as a two-day strike."

In addition to Donlan, owners were represented by two team presidents - Tex Schramm of the Dallas Cowboys and Dan Rooney of the Pittsburgh Steelers.

Schramm said he thought the talks would last at least through Thursday. "There's too much ground to cover to get it done in a day," he said.

Settlement or not, owners were planning games for Oct. 4-5 with either the regulars or replacement players, though neither the regulars' agents, Reiner and whatever other players they could sign.

Though picketing was peaceable, at most NFL camps, some fans tried to stop substitutes from entering. Owners, so far, have refused to modify the current system under which teams are compensated if a player signs with another team.

Among those reporting were two union defectors - Randy White of the Dallas Cowboys and Mark Gastineau of the New York Jets.
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**Campus**


3 p.m. Dept. of electrical engineering systems seminar, "Intelligent Control/Artificial Intelligence: From Conventional to Autonomous Control Systems," by Dr. P. J. Antsaklis, ND. Room 214 Cushing Hall.


7 p.m. Volleyball: NW vs. Bradley. ACC.


---

**Dinner Menus**

Notre Dame
Meatball Hero
Beef Stir Fry w/ Vegetable
Fried Chicken
Cheese & Veg Pot Pie

Saint Mary's
Baked Ham
Cajun Chicken Stir Fry over Rice
Florentine Omelet
Deli Bar

---

**The Daily Crossword**

---

**Comics**

---

**Classifieds**

---

**SUB presents: THE MONEY**

Wednesday & Thursday
7, 9, 11 pm
$2.00
Engineering Auditorium

---

**SUB presents**

7:00, 9:30, 12:00
$2.00
Engineering Auditorium

---

**The Far Side**

Gary Larson

---

“Our student didn’t rates are cheap.

---

“Listen, I’ve tried to communicate with him, but he’s like a broken record: None of your bee’s wax, none of your bee’s wax.”
**Sports**

**Intense Irish clip Redbirds on Lowney's second-half goal**

By PETE SKIKO
Sports Writer

It wasn't pretty, but the Notre Dame soccer team came away with a hard-fought 1-0 win over the Redbirds of Illinois State last night at Krause Stadium.

But, to Head Coach Dennis Grace, more important than the final score was the intensity with which the Irish seemed to play throughout the contest.

"I'll tell you, I wasn't happy with the boys coming into the game," said Grace, in his fourth year as the Irish mentor. "I didn't think that they were mentally prepared to face a team like Illinois State that has a solid national reputation. Sure, we're undefeated (8-0), but in order to continue to win against some of the tougher teams remaining on our schedule we have to play intense soccer for 90 minutes. We have two goals every game: to play to our potential and to win the game, in that order. Tonight, we did both."

The Notre Dame field hockey team is looking to solve its offensive problems against Purdue. Tim Sullivan previews the game against the Boilermakers at left.

The latest point spread on this Saturday's game between Notre Dame and Purdue is 32.5, and there are some good reasons why.

In case you've been following the player strike in the Non-Football League and haven't tuned into what's going on in real football, the Irish are off to a 2-0 start. That's their best effort out of the starting blocks since 1983.

On top of that, Notre Dame's two victories have come over Michigan and Michigan State - two Big Ten schools who had temporary residence in the Top 20 polls until they took on Lou Holtz' squad. While the Irish were manhandling the Wolverines and Spartans by a combined score of 37-15, Big Ten non-power Purdue was getting beaten by Washington, 38-10, and squeaking out a 32-32 tie against Louisville (yes, apparently Louisville plays other sports besides basketball).

This weekend's Purdue game will be a big test for the Irish. How are they going to respond in their first game as heavy favorites?

"I firmly believe that Purdue will make their presence felt," Holtz said. "I don't know how many times we have to go down there and get beat before people realize that they're for real. They're going to come out and play."

"But I think we're going to play well, too. In both football games (the first two), we haven't faced any adversity. I'm interested to see how we're going to react when things don't come our way. Hopefully our players understand the importance of this football game."

Holtz' prediction: "I feel quite sure that we're going to play, and I think we'll play very well."”

One reason Holtz is concerned about things not going his way this weekend is because things have been relying on junior backer Marty Strasen.

**Holtz confident, but not a fan of big spread**

The Observer / Suzanne Poch

Starting outside linebacker Cedric Figaro has a bruised thigh and is also a question mark. None of the injuries appears serious, but Holtz isn't taking any chances and kept all four players he has been relying on junior backer Marty Strasen.

The latest spread on this Saturday's game between Notre Dame and Purdue is 32.5, and there are some good reasons why.

In case you've been following the player strike in the Non-Football League and haven't tuned into what's going on in real football, the Irish are off to a 2-0 start. That's their best effort out of the starting blocks since 1983.

On top of that, Notre Dame's two victories have come over Michigan and Michigan State - two Big Ten schools who had temporary residence in the Top 20 polls until they took on Lou Holtz' squad. While the Irish were manhandling the Wolverines and Spartans by a combined score of 37-15, Big Ten non-power Purdue was getting beaten by Washington, 38-10, and squeaking out a 32-32 tie against Louisville (yes, apparently Louisville plays other sports besides basketball).

This weekend's Purdue game will be a big test for the Irish. How are they going to respond in their first game as heavy favorites?

"I firmly believe that Purdue will make their presence felt," Holtz said. "I don't know how many times we have to go down there and get beat before people realize that they're for real. They're going to come out and play."

"But I think we're going to play well, too. In both football games (the first two), we haven't faced any adversity. I'm interested to see how we're going to react when things don't come our way. Hopefully our players understand the importance of this football game."

Holtz' prediction: "I feel quite sure that we'll come to play, and I think we'll play very well."”

One reason Holtz is concerned about things not going his way this weekend is because things have been relying on junior backer Marty Strasen.

The Notre Dame field hockey team is looking to solve its offensive problems against Purdue. Tim Sullivan previews the game against the Boilermakers at left.

"I'd say physical is a mild way to put it," said Grace, with regard to the description of the Redbirds' style. "But none of our guys are going to do anything about it, because they know that that's not the way we play, and that if becomes the way we play, they won't be playing for very long. We played a clean game, which gained us more and not winning or shutting somebody out or anything else. I'm proud of the way our guys played tonight."

The second half had just barely begun before the only goal of the game was scored by senior Steve Lowney on a pretty feed from a hustling Randy Morris. With about two-and-a-half minutes gone in the half, Morris chased down a long pass across midfield, beat a defender to the sideline and sprinted toward the goal. When pressed by a Redbird near the goal line, the junior deftly flipped the ball in front of the goal. The tap-in was Lowney's first goal since he was a freshman.

"We're not a team full of stars," added Grace, whose team is currently ranked 20th in the ISAA Collegiate Coaches Poll. "But I wouldn't want to coach against us, either. There isn't an individual on the team whose loss would devastate us completely. The team is solid right now, and we've got decent depth. We've been getting the job done, it's just a matter of maintaining good play throughout the year."

Keeper Dan Lyons recorded his fourth shutout of the year.

ND field hockey team looking for offense

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

You can't win games if you don't score goals. Whether or not Notre Dame will win Saturday's game against Purdue comes down to the offensive problems that have plagued the Irish this early season.

The goal shortage has not been for a lack of effort. In the four games this season, as her team has struggled to a 1-2-1 record. Ten schools who had temporary residence in the Top 20 polls until they took on Lou Holtz' squad. While the Irish were manhandling the Wolverines and Spartans by a combined score of 37-15, Big Ten non-power Purdue was getting beaten by Washington, 38-10, and squeaking out a 32-32 tie against Louisville (yes, apparently Louisville plays other sports besides basketball).

This weekend's Purdue game will be a big test for the Irish. How are they going to respond in their first game as heavy favorites?

"I firmly believe that Purdue will make their presence felt," Holtz said. "I don't know how many times we have to go down there and get beat before people realize that they're for real. They're going to come out and play."

"But I think we're going to play well, too. In both football games (the first two), we haven't faced any adversity. I'm interested to see how we're going to react when things don't come our way. Hopefully our players understand the importance of this football game."

Holtz' prediction: "I feel quite sure that we'll come to play, and I think we'll play very well."”

One reason Holtz is concerned about things not going his way this weekend is because things have been relying on junior backer Marty Strasen.
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The second half had just barely begun before the only goal of the game was scored by senior Steve Lowney on a pretty feed from a hustling Randy Morris. With about two-and-a-half minutes gone in the half, Morris chased down a long pass across midfield, beat a defender to the sideline and sprinted toward the goal. When pressed by a Redbird near the goal line, the junior deftly flipped the ball in front of the goal. The tap-in was Lowney's first goal since he was a freshman.
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